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The Student as Producer and Consumer of Text:

Computer Uses it English Studies

It iS tOt te-V it English and language arts curricula to combine the study

of literature with the teaching of writing skills, but ttitiputer use in the

English classroom has the potential to help students enjoy and integrate their

learning of reading and writitg in a new way; Whether using computer-aSsisted

instruction (CAner Vrot-d processing, students can develop a tel4 relationship

to professional Writing when they can interact with at-other writer's text and

then use the same techniques on their own productions; Because

machine-readabIe text is so editable, teachers can design activitieS that take

literary analysis interactive and make writing esereiStS into A simulation

with eedleso "What ifiii?" possibilities for ptedettioe and discussion;

We Can think of this new relation betWeen the student and machine-readable

text in terms of Alvit Toffler's theory of the prosumerj" the pertion who uses

Iefermetiot Age technology to combine the roles of Okoducer and consumer; It

The Thikd Wave (Toronto: Bantam BoOkiii 1981), Toffler discusses how a new

ilsychology, aided by neW technology, allows people tO tailor ekpert knowledge
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to their individual needs, for example, in self-help groups such as Parents

without Partners or by joining a special interest group with a community

bulletin board, caning in with their home computer to ask or answer

questions. People gain a new sense of enjoyment and power when they can

participate in what they "consuie" by having a direct benefit from what is

produced and a direct relation to it.

In the English classroom, computer tide can integrate the study of

literature and creative writing, reading skills and writing skills, giving the

student a new prosumer" role as producer and consumer of text.

IMaginative Writing

Three' different approaches can be used to integrate the study of

ittlinative writing produced by professional writers end the creative efforts

of students. First, the same program or teChnique can be used to analyze

imaginative work by professionals etid Students. Second, programs can guide

students in creating imaginative work and then lead tO actiVitieit analyzing

published works. Third, computer programb can involve students as

collaborators in the creatiork Of literarY Works.

In analysis, teachers tat Ude a Word processing program tO get students

interacting with a text. If the teacher wants tO Study the creation of mood

in literature She can type a short story into a word processor and save it

(for example, as a testfile named STORY). Students can then be directed to

load the textfile into a *Ord processor and modify STORY by removing all the

words or phrases that create mood and replacing them with a consistent marker

(such as ..a). The new textfile can then be Saved under a new name (such as
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STORYBLANK). During the same clasa dr At s later time, students tab theil be

akiked to change the mood by ihterting funny words and phrases td replade the

deleted mood words. Studenta can use the Search (or Find) cotMand in the word

protege-Or to go quiCkly to the place for a mood word. They can then save

their funny version under a new nate (Stich as FUNSTORY). At any titei the

students or teacher can print a textfile to produce a ditto or a paper c*py

for easy reference.

The teacher can demonstrate these tethhiques for the whole class, tat

assign a person or small grOup te go the project as an independent Activity,

or can make the assignment to the whole class. The choice of assignment will

depend ot the teacher's goals, the availability of computers and the student:4'

fatiliarity with word processing. However, the exercise is a good

introduction to word processing because it involves only the most basic

commands: loading a textfile, deleting part of the text inserting a little

bit of text, saving a tektfile. Furthermore, group work sparks wonderful

discussions as atUdents debate what te omit and then have fun coMing up with

wonderfully inventive comic moed-creators;

Most important, instant revision means that the exercise feels like a

simulation. The reVision really chatgeS the text, unlike paper-and=pancil

t*dtdises that show the original (the published, printed iiirgion) as well as

the Student's emendation (Sdribbled in pen dr ink in the paper's white'

space); Students can try out different ideas: there is always room for

another insertion. And the neW Itereion has as much visual credibility as the

Original.



Another technique for analysis Of iMagihative writing helps studeas get

peer review by using the same program for their creations as for published

literature; Seen is a CAI program with a tutorial :air analysis of literary

thatatters and a programmed-in bulletin board on which students can shakt And

comment on each other's ideas. The program initially asks the user brit the

name of a literary character, the work in which he or ahe appears dnd a short

opinion or thesis about the character; Thii infotiation is then inserted in

the following tutorial to apply the qUeetions to the student particular

topic. For example, in the following question the words in capital letters

were provided by the student: "What does ROMEO de in ROMEO & JULIET that

shows ROMEO ie VERY IMPULSIVE?" Other queStionSi continuing with this

example, would ask what Romeo said that Proved he is very impulsive, hoW Other

characters react, brito other characters in a similar sitdation act and how a

comparison proves that Romeo is very impultiVe, and what the third-person

narrator (if any) says that supports the theid6. The program then aske the

student to list any evidence that contradicts the thesis and allows him to

explain the apparent contradicticm. Two summary questions encourage tht

student to analyze his observations: DdeS ROMEO change in the course of ROMEO

& JULIET and, if so, how? What la Your final view of ROMEO?

The overview questions often lead to a refined and expanded thesis,

essentially the thesis paragraph of a paper, With evidence in the rest of the

tutorial that can be used to support that thesis; The student's work is saved

ea A teitfile 1) that can be seen on the built-it bulletin board, and

commented on by other students, or 2) that can be printed out with the

Teacher's Aide disk or loaded into a cOMpatible word processor for revision or
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printing. In a field test, etude:nit nOt only used the program to generate and

test ideas for their writing, they reported and showed evidence that the

repeated questiOna helped them read differently, noticing more evidente than

originally (Schwartz 1984);

In addition to using the program for analysis of characters in published

literature, teach-era tan ask students to critique the imaginative writing of

other Ott:dente by running the program; For example, if the class assignment

Wail to Write a short story, student JUdy could run Seen to analyze the

character Brownstone in the Short story of her classmate Miguel. Instead Of

having to say what ihe liked or disliked, Judy would show Miguel what she had

inferred frO6 the story. Miguel might ask fOr bibre analysis by other students

or he Might see what he needed to mOdify to produce a different impression On

his reader;

or Miguel might then run the program himself to re-think his

characterization of Brownstone. Although Seen was originally designed for

literary analysis, teachers have alerted me to these possibilities for

analyzing creative Writing.

Other programs guide students in creating imaginative works. Story Tree

by George Brackett helps students Write Stories or read "Interactive"

stories. That is, each Story Tree text can have three kitiS of screens: a

story segment that aimply progresses to the next acreen. a "branch" at which

point the reader decides among several optitina (mgo towards the river,"

"itiVeitigate the source of the growling ) or a "chance branch (in which the

reader is sent along one of seVeraI paths by a randOM choice of the

computer). The student reading one of theae te*ts develops a sense of



plotting--how 8 choice

others; In the sample

reader chooses to head

in story line rules out some

story "Magic Marigold Mine,"

for the river, she will Miss

optibta And leads toward

by Patti Kahn, if the

the dread Kungaberry

warthog. Students Can Alii6 Write their own plots, with the same three options

(tOttinue, brandh, chance branching); But unlike Froat'a road not taken, the

simplicity of story line in the program encourages students to explore

different turnings. The StUdent who has read a story (consumer) can then turn

around and Write a Story (producer). And until the story ia deleted from the

diak, it is "published" for other prosumers.

Compupoem by Stephen Marcus provides advice to writers after they are

guided in writing a poet &Initiating of a noun and two modifying adjectives, a

prepositional phrase and a verb with two modifying adverbs. For example,

here's a Compupoem_product:

The computer

friendly, blinking

on my desk

patiently, always

plays.

The poem is forMulaid in production, but the advice Obi-rid-ea guidance in

expanding the form by substituting noun phrasea for nouns; Advice modules

also introduce such 1110titihd ad poetic syntax and allusions.

Because of the nature of the prompts ("Name a nOun," "TYpe a prepositional

phrase that tells where or hcw your noun is"), a teacher can use Compupoem to

teach parts of speech beftre (ot after) providing the definition-8 in class.

Furthermore, the tea-Cher Oin use the program not only to OVerCome Writer s



Block in students, but also to introduce a study of published poitry: how

many of the poems in the textbook have a form similar to that produced by

tompupoem? What is poetic diction and how has it changed through the years?

Finally. studente can enjoy participation in literature in a nett/ Way with

interactive fiction. The original adventure games such as Adventure envelop

users in a fantasy world of treasure hunts, hostile dwarves and pirates. Mort

sophist.Lcated than StoryTree, adventure games integrate the user's entry in

the plot. Interactive fiction inVolVes the user/reader as author and

adVenturerldetective with the reaolution of the story dependent upon the

student's input.

Etpository Writing

CAI and word processing can AlS6 blur the distinction between the student

as consumer and producer of expository writing. Teachers can integrate the

study of models Vith the Production of their students' writing, whether they

Are teaching organization and development of ideas or gramnar skilla.

A number of pre-writing prograM6 exist that help students generate ideas

and develop them: Writtea Helper by William Preach; Topoii Tagi and Burke by

Hugh Burns; Prewrite by Mimi Schwartz) Organize by Helen Schwartz) and

Proteus; for grades 3-10, the PrtWritiUg modules in Milliken's Writing

WOrkShop. In addition, HBJ Writer contains two relevant segments: Nutshell

aSks students for their title) thesis and audience; Planner encouragee

students to develoP an outline based Oh Arguments for and againet A thesis.

number of these programs could Alec) be used to analyze a mOdeI essay showing

its organization; namely, HB.liiriter, Organizei Proteus and Writer's Helper.

Let me illustrate this point with Organize. As the map -f the program

sh(441 (in Figure 1)i the student must first answet questions about Basir Terts



(topic, thesis, audience end purpose), whether the user ia analyzing her own

plans for Writing, the published essay of another writer or the manuscript of

a fellow student. These four Basic Terms are then used within the 16

tutorials in the four segments of Organize:

Insert Figure 1 about here

DeVeloptent provides tutorials on DefititiOn0 Analysis, Description (by

physical features, function* eicatplei or analogy), Cotparison-and-

Contrast, Narration, Process and Cause-and-Effett.

Andienee it A tutorial to assess audienee needs and expectations so the

writer sees what to include, what to otit and what to subordinate.

Aturent starts with Defining the ISSUe (stating the tOntrtivetsy plus

pros and tenS) and then allows the writer to theose Testing for

Validity, Ordering for Debate, or Pei-SW:ding the Audience.

Atiproaches offers tutorialS on Attitudes (toward the topic), Outlines

aria Begiatingi (With a scratehpad for freewriting).

If the teaeher were doing a unit on comparison and dentrasti she might want to

assign a tOdel essay, have students analyze it using the

Comparison-and-Contrast tutorial in the Development segment of the program.

Then students woad be assigned to write an essay comOdring And contrasting

two itett of a topic. Organize could help Students conceptualize their topic

in terms of purpose, thesis and audience. The students' work Would always be

saved as a tOrtfile thet could be plinted or tram:if-erred tO a compatible word
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processing program; Once the students wrote Ceir papers, peer groups could

respond to the essays by answering the tutorial queitions on the basis of a

student's paper;

FOr critical reading of essays; the teacher might supplement clabe

discussion with atudente analyiiii of argumentative essays by using Defining

the ISSUe (to get at arguments for and against a thesis) and Testing for

Validity (to list supporting evidence). Persuading the Audience would help

atUdents see how writers appeal to the needs and values of their audience.

Cause-and-Effect would point out the logical fallaties that sometimes weaken.

argumenta.

By using the same program to analyie models and to generate their oWn

ideas; students close the gap between themselves and published writers. The

same technique works with outlining; using a program such as Maink_Tank or

word processing. With either computer did, a student writer can genekate a

liet of ideasi re-order it and then Subordinate ninor ideas to majdt ideas;

She can also insert paragraphs to develop the I.:RAJAS of a paragraph; Such

outlining schemes can also be used tO analfte the work of a published Writer.

Debit the same technique involvet the Student more actively With the published

work and helps to show that the student is also A *Titer. Analysis becomea

more distended, less idiosyncratic-Settoingi

Another organizational tethaque deka the student to find the theilis

sentence in each paragraph of an essay in machine-readable form, to mark the

paragraph with an asterisk and then to delete other sentences in that

paragraph. At the end, the student hati practice in identifying (or otoidding)

thesis sentences and a de facto abstract of the essaywhether the student has

used a published essay for tne exercise or het OMB Or a classmate



Finally, teachers can integrate study and practice of'grammar lato their

lesson plans it a Melte gate=like and interactive way, by using computer

programs and word=prOcessing techniques; The textfile used tO analyze A story

for mood can also be used to check for mastery of parts'of speech; Instead of

directing students to delete all beidd Words, the teacher can assign that all
_

subordinate climate be deleted, or all nouns; Such an exercise works beat

uaing a powerful computer peripheralthe extra -chair. Students can help and

learn from each other; The teacher tan check for accuracy while work is on

the screen or it printed fOrt. He Can pass out a ditto created from

printout of the correct answer;

Teachers can demonstrate the importante Of punctuatiop and capitalization

by removing all capital letters and punetuation marks from a text; Students

can then try reading thi teit aloud and deciding where the punctuatiOn Should

go.

Teachers can help students understand the importance of style by using

style checkers, such dB the PoatWriting in Milliken's Writing Workshop and

MECC's Ghost Writer or the style sections in HILY Writer and Witee_s_iielper;

I feel that teachers need to be very careful using such programs on students'

work; If students art wilt* Ward processing, they need to know that Ourfeee

changes for style Will probably not improve their papers substantively.

Checking for style and spelling tau help etUdetta develop a sense of

workmanship about their writingo Nit if Such programs are applied befOte

students have made SUbi'itantive changes--in arguments amount of support and

organization, for exampIe--then tb style prOgrAMS may undercut the writing

process by making studenta stick to their first drafts. (Who wants te make

major changes after aiiending time correcting spelling and style features?)



Furthermore, stUdents need to learn that the computer can only give

guidelines; The writer's purpose, audience and topic can affect what is

appropriate for style; One good way of teaching this lesson is to type

examples of published Writing on a word processor, save them as teZtfiles to

be analysed ;by ttyle Checkers. What would-such a prograt bay About Hemingway?

about Faulkner? about an editorial from the local newspaper? about Lincoln's

Gettysburg address or the Current president'i latest speech?

Computers can help students involve themselves With language in an active

and interesting way; Whether the tea-Cher has one computer available or

several, on a continuing bariiii or by schedule, he or she can begin td

integrate the analySiti of published essays and literature With the teaching of

writing, the study of ideas with the study of grammar; We no longer need to

talk about the student as the prOducer and consumer of text, but inattad a

the prosumer of language.
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